1 Motivation

Today, containers are widely applied as means to host applications in an elastic way. Despite this, existing approaches to optimize the allocation of containers on Virtual Machines (VMs) are rather simplistic, or do not cover the whole spectrum of computational resources [1, 2]. For instance, privacy aspects or hybrid clouds are so far not regarded to a large extent [3].

The goal of this thesis is to extend the state-of-the-art in resource allocation for containers by conceptualizing and implementing an optimization model which takes into account user requirements and places containers accordingly on VMs. In addition, the size/type of the VMs is also determined by the outcome of the optimization. Since the underlying optimization problem is NP-hard, the student also has to come up with heuristics, e.g., based on Genetic Algorithms, to solve the optimization problem.

2 Work Description

- Literature work on resource optimization, containers, and cloud computing. Especially, the student needs to identify open gaps in resource optimization for containers by conducting a systematic literature review.
- Modeling of an optimization problem and according heuristics.
- Implementation of the model and the heuristics.
- Quantitative evaluation.

3 Further Information

Start: Immediately (might also be later)

Basic Requirements: Very good implementation skills; knowledge in optimization is a big plus
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